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Things to keep in mind for this session

- Privacy & BigBlueButton 

- Please mute your mic when you’re not speaking 

- Please raise your hands when you want to speak 

- Please be aware that we take notes during this workshop 

- We would like to publish your stories with your consent  

- Please be kind to each other, don’t interrupt, and acknowledge the 

different knowledges and viewpoints everyone is coming from 



What will we do in this session?

- Introductions 

- Why feminist tech? 

- The internet is a dumpster fire 

- Create your imaginations (don’t forget your art material!) 

- Report back 



Introductions

- Your name or pseudonym 

- How would you describe the internet in one word? 

- You can introduce yourself on audio, video, or in the 

chat 



Why Feminist Tech?!

“A feminist internet works towards empowering more women and queer persons – in 
all our diversities – to fully enjoy our rights, engage in pleasure and play, and 
dismantle patriarchy. This integrates our different realities, contexts and specificities 
– including age, disabilities, sexualities, gender identities and expressions, 
socioeconomic locations, political and religious beliefs, ethnic origins, and racial 
markers. The following key principles are critical towards realizing a feminist 
internet.” 

Feminist Principles of the Internet (Association for Progressive Communication)



APC Principles of the Internet

Access 

Movements and public participation 

Expression 

Agency 

Economy 



Let’s think about what sucks on/with the internet

- Take three minutes and think of problems, big or 

small, of/on the internet from a feminist perspective 

- Share them in the notes  



Imagination and narration 
are powerful feminist and 
collective tools for social 
change. 





The archive



Let’s do it! 

- Get your pens, paper and drawing material ready 

and write/draw/paint/record a feminist science fiction 

story of the internet or of technology. 

- Think of the problems we discussed previously 

- You have 15 minutes. 



What did you imagine ? 



Thank you! 

- Take a photo/scan and send us your stories/

imaginations: contact@motif-institute.com 

- Visit www.feministfutures.net 

- Stay in contact:  

@KatrinFritsch 

@HeleneSchwichow 

mailto:contact@motif-institute.com

